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ABSTRACT
In July 2023, CERT-UA [1] and Microsoft [2] reported Turla’s attack against the defence sector of Ukraine, where a new 
.NET backdoor called CAPIBAR (called DeliveryCheck by Microsoft, GAMEDAY by Mandiant) had been launched using 
fileless execution techniques. These include, for instance, loading the .NET backdoor by the PowerShell script stored in the 
Managed Object Format (MOF) file [2].
A year prior to that, another Russian intelligence group, Sandworm, also used a reflective DLL injection technique (T1620) 
[3], within the WhisperGate operation [4], to load a .NET DLL into the memory. This later writes WhisperGate’s file wiper 
into Microsoft’s ‘InstallUtil.exe’ process [5] with the help of a process hollowing technique (T1055.012) [6].
Moreover, according to Microsoft’s recently published taxonomy of fileless threats [7], writing to MBR is also considered a 
fileless threat. Thus, another WhisperGate disk wiper that was written to the MBR on 13 January 2022 can be also seen as 
an example of a fileless attack [6].
Whereas Microsoft stated that fileless threats can be mitigated with the Anti-Malware Scan Interface (AMSI), behaviour 
monitoring, memory scanning, boot sector protection, and even machine learning [8], we still see fileless techniques being 
used by state-owned hacking groups nowadays.
In this talk, we will present the detailed analysis of fileless malware execution techniques employed by Russian intelligence 
groups (Turla and Sandworm) in operations against the government services and defence sector of Ukraine, as well as the 
rationale behind the usage of such techniques.
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